
 

 

The PM Series, like all VMP mounting systems, comes with everything you need to 
assemble a complete mount in a single box. The PM Series has the ability to flush 
mount or by using the included telescoping ceiling mast, extend the unit from the 
ceiling 18" - 30". 

 

The unique 8-point clamping mechanism allows expensive projectors to be safely and securely installed using 
a 360 degree system of support. Both projector mounts offer adjustment for height, width and depth, giving 
maximum versatility for a wide variety of projectors in just two mounts.

 

 

rotates 360°

adjustable 0° - 10° tilt

opens from 10" - 24" (left to right)

opens from 4.5" - 7.75" (top to 
bottom)

8 point clamping mechanisms adjust 
from 8" - 11.75" (front to back)

mast telescopes 18" - 30"
from ceiling

integrated flush mount plate included

load capacity 75 lbs.

black powder coat finish
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rotates 360°

adjustable 0° - 10° tilt

opens from 7" - 14" (left to right)

opens from 3" - 5.75" (top to 
bottom)

8 point clamping mechanisms adjust 
from 6.5" - 10" (front to back)

mast telescopes 18" - 30"
from ceiling

flush mount plate included

load capacity 75 lbs.

black powder coat finish
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With four adjustable legs and 2 sets of adjustable feet, the PM-3 can be configured to attach to virtually every 
projector on the market. 

 

●     Adjustable Tilt - ± 20°

●     Adjustable Pitch - ± 15°



In keeping with the flexibility and 
ease of use that has made Video 
Mount Products the choice of 
professionals everywhere, VMP is 
proud to introduce the newest 
member of their Universal 
Projector Mount family, the PM-3. 
With four adjustable legs and 2 
sets of adjustable feet, the PM-3 
can be configured to attach to 
virtually every projector on the 
market. The PM-3, another smart 
solution from VMP! 

●     Adjustable Yaw (Rotation) - ± 
180° (360°)

●     Fits Most Projectors with 
mounting holes inside 14.5" 
diam.

●     Mast Telescopes 18" - 30" from 
ceiling

●     Flush Mount Plate included

●     Load Capacity 75 lbs.

●     Silver Powder Coat Finish
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The products bearing this mark have been tested to at least

4 times maximum load rating by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. ® 

Click here to download a printer friendly version of our catalog!

| about vmp | why nothing holds up better | products | product specifications | 
| application charts | trade show schedule | contact us | vmp news | home |

Video Mount Products (VMP) continues to be the leading provider of mounting solutions for the video, audio and security 
industries. Our company consistently offers the latest designs providing safety, flexibility and outstanding value. Whether 
you need LCD Mounts, Flat Panel Mounts, Plasma Mounts or Projector Mounts, Video Mount Products is your video 
mounting solution!
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